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Timber

Native Collection
Urban Instinct brings you luxury and design perfection. Being mindful of earth’s
natural beauty and adopting the raw elements on offer from the outdoors then
bringing them to life indoors, capturing the feeling of comfort and simplicity.
Featuring stunning Australian species – Blackbutt and Spotted Gum – the Native
Collection by Flooring Xtra comes in a variety of size and finish options. Choose your
preferred style and width, and consider mixing board lengths for beautiful, natural
Australian style flooring in your urban sanctuary.
Brushed
Board Size

Box

1820 x 130 x 14mm

8 Boards Equivalent ^ (1.89m2)
8 Boards Equivalent ^ (2.18m2)
6 Boards Equivalent ^ (1.97m2)
6 Boards Equivalent ^ (2.27m2)

2100 x 130 x 14mm
1820 x 180 x 14mm
2100 x 180 x 14mm
Satin
Board Size

Box

1820 x 136 x 14mm
2100 x 136 x 14mm

8 Boards Equivalent^ (1.98m2)
8 Boards Equivalent^ (2.28m2)

545

Blackbutt

555

Spotted
Gum

Every timber floor is different, and will always vary from any samples with colour, grain and textural variation. The samples are only an example and not a full overview of all the different
nuances within the natural unique design of a timber floor. Colour appearance can also vary depending upon the type of light under which a sample is viewed and light sources where the
flooring is installed. For a representative view of the surface structure and variation of a board, take a look at the largest samples available on display and ask your retailer for more advice.
^
Nested/Random lengths may occur. As this is a natural product, some boxes may include one ‘nested’ board (i.e. two boards comprising of the quoted board length). All boxes will provide the coverage quoted.
*
This product comes with a residential warranty for new product installed indoors in a residential home, if properly installed and maintained. This warranty is in addition to consumers’ rights under the statutory
consumer guarantee provisions in the Australian Consumer Law, which may exceed the rights under this warranty. The amount recoverable under the warranty decreases after fifteen years, For full information
in respect to the scope and limitations of this warranty, please refer to the to the full terms and conditions available from your retailer, by calling 1300 444 778, or by download from www.godfreyhirst.com.
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